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Publication Date: May 30, 1980 May 30, | doi: 10.1021 May 30, /bk-1980 These wide-ranging reviews are followed by analyses of progress in several specialized problem categories: chemical and physical equilibrium computations; vapor-liquid equilibrium computations including single and multistage VLE separations, multiliquid phase systems, and VLE systems with reaction and electrolytes; treatment of measurement errors in process networks and computations of choking flows in gas pipe networks.
Next follows a series of reports on important developments in computational methods or program packages incorporating novel computational features.
Finally, the volume is capped with papers discussing computer applications involving modeling, design, and control spanning a wide range from microbial conversion to industrial reactor modeling to drug therapy control.
The scope and quality of these contributions have made the symposium a milestone in chemical engineering computation and ensure that this volume will be of permanent significance to those involved or interested in this area. Both the papers and the symposium as a whole have benefitted substantially from the anonymous contributions of a large number of conscientious referees for whose efforts we are indebted. 
Some practical advice on the use of the computer Tn design is reported by Weismantel (])· A course in the use of several commercially available systems is given in the AIChE Today Series (8).
A report on the use of networks to share chemical engineering programs among educators was recently issued (9). The use of on-line systems to edit the input data for simulation systems is widely used.
However, interacting with the program during its execution is now being carried out industrially. Its advantages (or disadvantages) have not yet been discussed in the literature.
The continuing decline in costs of graphical devices and the broadening availability of easy-to-use graphical software has made computer graphics a feasible tool in flowsheeting presentations and analysis (10).
General Direction of the Field.
The characteristics of early flowsheeting systems and their limitations were defined by Evans and Seider in 1976 (11). They also attempted to define the criteria for an advanced computing system. Several trends have been noted, however, in this field over the last few years:
1.
Use of flowsheeting systems has become widespread. Many have been developed to meet the particular needs of their environments (12, 13, 14) and often serve as a repository of the company's or developer's expertise. Trends 5 and 6 will be explored further after noting progress in some of the scientific and technological foundations of this subject.
Scientific and Technological Foundations
Sparse Matrix Methods. In order to get around the limitations of the sequential modular architec ture for use in design and optimization, alternate approaches to solving flowsheeting problems have been investigated.
Attempts to solve all or many of the nonlinear equations simultaneously has led to consider able interest in sparse matrix methods generally as a result of using the Newton-Raphson method or Broyden's method (Z2, 23, 2Λ) .
The field was comprehensively reviewed by Duff (25) in 1977. The design features of sparse matrix codes are discussed by Duff and Reid (2<5) and the need for suitable user interfaces is the subject of a paper by George and Liu {2TJ. Generally the goal of the 6 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING work is to set up the equations directly in such a manner so that the effort to solve the resulting systtems, which are generally sparse, is minimized.
Alternately given a sparse system the goal is to minimize the work to get a solution realizing the basic system will need to be solved many times.
Stadherr ( In order to gain the flexibility to change physical property methods between modules or add new methods, Evans, Joseph and Seider (35)and Seider, Evans, Joseph, Wong, and Jirapongphan (36) suggested using a pointer system (plex data structure) in the design of physical property subsystems in flowsheeting systems. This method, in fact, has been adopted in the ASPEN system (£). Kaijaluoto (37) confirms the advantages of the plex data structure but points out its negative effects.
There are complexities in understanding the code, difficulties in debugging and testing as well as difficulty of integrating plex data based programs with non-plex programs.
Space savings were reported to be wiped out by the added administrative overhead required.
The time that simulation programs spend in the physical property routines has long been a point of concern.
Both Leesley and Heyen (38) and Barrett and Walsh (39) suggest the use of approximations to the thermodynamic functions during the simulation to save time.
Mah (40)reports on the effects that poor thermophysical data can have on a design.
The UNIFAC computer program (UNIversals quasichemical Functional group Activity Coefficients) has received broad acceptance throughout the profession
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Steady State Simulation
(19, 20).
The program estimates the liquid phase activity coefficients at specified temperatures and liquid compositions from molecular structure of the molecules.
Binary or multicomponent solutions can be considered.
A major limitation in many flowsheeting systems is the inability to handle electrolytes.
New work in this area is now being reported (£1, 42) and two commercial systems are available (43, 44TT
The ASPEN system (£) has incorporated a solids handling capability to overcome another common deficiency.
A Attention has also focused on the reliable solution to the three phase (1iquid-liquid-vapor) flash problem.
That the solution is difficult is attested by the fact that few flowsheeting systems have this capability.
Three papers (48, 49, 50) recently appeared which proposed solution algorithms. Generally infinite dilution activity coefficients are used to generate starting compositions.
Independent testing of these algorithms has not yet been reported.
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Distillation Calculations,
Work done with flash calculations and sparse matrix methods was extended to distillation calculations.
Holland and Gallun (51) explored the use of Broyden's method coupled with sparse updating procedures to distillation calculations with highly non-ideal solutions.
Shah and Boston (52), and Ross and Seider {53) discuss the case of multiple liquids phases on a tray.
Brannock, Verneuil and Wong (5£) and Boston (55) considered equality and inequality constrained distillation calculations.
Distillation calculations with reactions taking place in the column are cases for which algorithms were developed by Bentzen, Irarraraz, Anthony and Holland (56) as well as by Tierney (Î57) .
As with flash calculations, independent testing and/or comparison of these algorithms has not yet been reported.
Flowsheet Architectures
Steady state process simulations require the solutions to large sets of generally nonlinear equations subject to a variety of constraints on input flows, output flows and/or internal unit variables.
Generally, the equations are sparse (most equations have only a small number of the unknowns) and many equations may be linear.
Historically, many of the naturally grouped equations (flash calculations, distillations, etc.) were solved together as a module utilizing specially designed algorithms which were robust (rarely failing) and efficient.
With the advent of flowsheeting systems the most natural method of solving these equations was module by module.
Systems utilizing this approach are called sequential modular.
With the rise of more complex designs, the needs of optimization and designs with greater integration and interaction between modules, the advantages (great flexibility) of the sequential modular structure has been brought into question.
Solving many or all of the equations (or modules) simultaneously has been suggested as a viable alternative to increase the speed of solution and allow the easy integration of design constraints.
Many of the recently suggested architectures for flowsheeting systems have been reviewed by Motard (58). Table 1 is a list of selected system architectures and some representative systems. tear stream based on his knowledge of the streams. Criterion (4) assigns ρ equal to the total loops each stream tears. Minimization of Equation (1) with this last criterion is the one which currently appears optimal when solution of the torn streams is by direct substitution.
Criterion (4) says, if possible, tear each loop only once.
This was deduced by Upadhye and Grens (69) and separately by Barehers (7£) . Figure 5 gives a system where it is not possible to tear each loop only once and Figure 6 gives its cycle matrix.
In tearing this system we see that tearing S2, S4, S6 tears all the loops but the sum of the loops torn is 6 rather than 5, the number of loops present. However, there is no way to tear that can reduce this number of loop tears.
The selection of tear streams which tear each loop at least once can often be done by inspection of the cycle matrix.
In complex cases, however, a method to solve the 0, 1 programming problem is needed. Branch and bound is one feasible method. The selection between alternative solutions may depend on how well the stream can be estimated to get started. Generally it is best to minimize the maximum times a given loop is torn.
Once the tear streams have been selected, the problem is reduced to solving the simultaneous non linear equations: If the largest absolute element (i.e., the cubic norm) of the resid ual using direct iteration is plotted versus iteration on semilog paper then the slope of the line in the linear region gives the maximum eigenvalue of the Jacobian of Φ (X) at the solution (7_1). This assumes the maximum eigenvalue is positive, the most common case.
Evidence that tearing each loop once, if possible, is the "best" tearing criterion has been presented by Gros, Kaijaluoto and Mattsson (66) independent of the diagonal method (see below) used for convergence. 
